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WHAT HAPPENED? IMMIGRATION NATION
GRASSROOTS UNDERDOGS CAPSIZE
LARGE $$ INCUMBENT CAMPAIGN
BY DAVE DREBES
How about that? Peter Downs
raised a little more than $12,000;
Donna Jones less. Meanwhile
incumbent
board
president
Darnetta Clinkscale and Urban
League president James Buford
each raised around $90,000. Plus,
mayoral
spinmeister Richard
Callow directed
an independent
(largely
mail)
campaign with a budget of about
$250,000. Put the monetary muscle together with the mayor’s personal prestige and it’s not just an
upset; it’s a stunning upset.
There’s no shortage of theories

on what went wrong for the
mayor’s slate (see sidebar), but a
look inside its campaign reveals a
pretty standard operation. Callow
was called by Frank Hamsher, secretary to Civic Progress and asked
to run the independent campaign.
By his account he did a poll, identified voters,
and
sent
between 3 and
11 pieces of
mail to every
likely voter in the election. The
number of pieces of mail was
determined by phone banks that
gauge the voters’ level of support
for the incumbent slate.
Running the individual campaigns of incumbent candidates
was Nancy Rice, of Vigilant
Communications. Those cam-

In St. Louis, a crowd of
5,000 squeezed into Kiener
Plaza downtown to voice their
opposition to proposed immigration reform. Archbishop
Raymond Burke spoke of the
suffering and exploitation
immigrants often face and condemned laws that would punish those who help them.
Mayor Francis Slay, himself
the successful product of one
St.
Louis’
Lebanese
community,
highlighted
the
role
immigration
has played
in St. Louis's
upturn. Slay pointed to the
economic benefits as well as
the vibrancy and life created by
resurgent neighborhoods.
As a nation of immigrants,
some want policies that err to

continued on p 15

continued on p 15

It’s not just an upset;
it’s a stunning upset.

SCHOOL BOARD
BLAME GAME
Arch City Chronicle made
calls around asking folks,
how do you have candidates
with better name recognition,
a boat-load more money and
the support of the sitting
mayor and lose a school
board election? President
John F. Kennedy said that victory has a thousand fathers,
but defeat is an orphan. In
this case defeat has a thousand fathers––of reasons the
majority slate didn’t win.
Here they are:
It’s Race, Stupid
Look at the ward breakdowns. The majority slate ran
two black candidates who did
not win a single white ward.
They won integrated wards,
and some near north side
wards, not one on the south
side. This theory doesn’t
explain why turn-out sucked
everywhere. It’s not like
white folks came out especially strongly to vote against
the black candidates.
continued on p 15

BY MATTHEW MURPHY

Economic
benefits,
vibrancy
and life.

ANYBODY HOME?

STATE SAYS CITIZENS FOR HOME RULE OWES MONEY
BY DAVE DREBES
In celebration of Tax Day,
Arch City Chronicle dug up a
timely tax-related story featuring the undead Citizens for
Home Rule, Inc. (CHR) and its
bewildering corporation paper
trail. The "education" arm and
titular head of the most recent
effort to reinvent the City's government
is
alive, but not
well.
On April
4,
"a
lien
upon all personal and real
p r o p e r t y
owned by or belonging to" CHR
was recorded by the Missouri
Dept. of Revenue with the City
Recorder of Deeds. The lien of
$5,841.53 is for 2003-2005
unpaid employer withholding
taxes,
interest,
additions.
Effective date on the document
is January 28. No address for the
corporation was given. That is

not uncommon for liens. What
is uncommon is that there
should be a question of who
runs a corporation, as is the case
with CHR.
Who is responsible for CHR?
According to the group's Sept.
2005 annual report filed with
the Missouri Secretary of State
(SOS), there are nineteen officers
and
directors,
including
nine attorneys, a CPA,
and a Who's
Who of local
politicians
past and present. The address of
the corporate headquarters and
each of the officers and directors is Marit Clark Withrow's
home on the City/County
Skinker border.
Thirteen members of the
CHR Board are city residents,
including five former City elected officials. President/director

Citizens for Home
Rule owes the state
money. But who’s
responsible?

continued on p 17
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Inside Dirt

Shouldering the American Dream. photo by Theodore Hennessey

WHO WAS BEHIND THE RALLY?
BY CHRISTOPHER GALLI
A day before the Cardinal’s home opener thousands of supporters convened
downtown, cheering for people with
names like Rodriguez, Gonzalez, and
Molina. Not our city’s baseball heroes
but immigrant workers and families
seeking to become American and speaking out for comprehensive immigration
reform.

Helping achieve the
American dream.
Remarkably the event was organized in
only two weeks. Jobs for Justice’s
Immigrants Rights Action Task Force
convened a committee to plan the
event. The committee reached out to
the Mayor’s Office, Metropolitan
Congregations United, the Hispanic
Ministry of the Archdiocese, Marie
Gonzalez (a national spokesperson for
the Dream Act), Bill Ramsey of the
Human Rights Action Service and the
informal immigrant networks around
our region, all of whom participated in
organizing the rally. The success of the
event and its planning pay tribute to
our city’s commitment to helping others
achieve the American dream.

For daily updates about the people and politics of St. Louis, visit our website www.archcitychronicle.com
ARCH CITY CHRONICLE | 3201 ARSENAL | ST. LOUIS, MO 63118

THE INSIDE DIRT

ONE MORE SHOVEL
> Knox College over in Galesburg,
Illinois will have Stephen Colbert,
of the Colbert Repo, deliver the
commencement address this June.

McMILLAN STEAMBOAT STILL CHUGGIN’:

get the news that city leaders will
try
again––in
August
or
Alderman McMillan ran a half-page
November––to pass a tax increase
ad last issue touting his list of
on business licenses. "The new fees
endorsements in his bid for License
would have raised at least $3 milCollector. The list was a sign of near
lion for a city that faces at least a
unanimity in St. Louis’ political
$10 million deficit next fiscal year,"
class, but it amazingly continues to
they reported. Then two days later
grow. Here are his new endorsers:
it announced that Harriett Woods
Congressman Russ Carnahan, 16th
has leukemia.
Ward Alderwoman
Donna Baringer,
The new fees would
TO DEM
7th
Ward
have raised at least $3 CHANGES
CENTRAL COMMITCommitteeman
million for a city that TEE:
Brian Wahby, 10th
W
a
r
d
faces at least a $10 mil- Betul Ozmat was
elected commitCommitteeman
lion deficit next fiscal teewoman of the
John Paul Frisella
28th ward. Ozmat
and 10th Ward
year.
is special assisCommitteewoman
tant to the dean at the George
Antoinette Bianchi Poole and 18th
Warren Brown school of Social
Ward Committeeman Jesse Todd.
Work Washington University and
As well as community leaders
the wife of William B. Handmaker,
Jamilah Nasheed and John Albert.
head of Crossroads High School.
Chuck Miller was elected 24th ward
KWMU LANDS SCOOPS:
new committeeman. Miller is a forFirst it was the only media outlet to

> UMSL’s Public Policy Research
Center in partnership with the
Missouri Historical Society has
produced
Hidden
Assets:
Connecting the Past to the Future
of St. Louis. Edited by Richard
Rosenfeld, it is the second book in
the St. Louis Metromorphosis
series. And although the book has
many great qualities, the blurb on
the back cover by Arch City
Chronicle General Manager, Dave
Drebes, makes it a must-buy in our
circle.
mer staffer to the stars––St. Louis
Mayor Clarence Harmon, State
Treasurer Nancy Farmer and
Governor Bob Holden.

A NEW GURU IN TOWN:

VOTERS
Turn-out lower than students on the first day of school.

Mark Womer, while working fulltime on his MBA, is emerging as a
local presidential guru. Though he
blushingly denies the guru status,
that’s what others are saying on
account of research he’s been doing
for pres candidate Mark Warner.
Womer was Robin Carnahan's
finance director for her last campaign, and prior to that served as
deputy
finance
director
for
Warner's successful gubernatorial
campaign.

STUDENT
New board jettison’s standardized curriculum.

MO PRO-VOTE PETITION:

THUMB ROLL
SCHOOL BOARD ELECTIONS

CLINKSCALE
Let see traded abuse and no pay for no abuse and no pay.
Sounds like a promotion to us.
DOWNS
"So he went into the cave to take on what he’d found, but he
never did return for what man can escape that which he
desires."

> Dan Shaughnessy is leaving the
family business. He was recently
accepted by Kendrick-Glennon
Seminary and is beginning his
journey
to
the
priesthood.
Congratulations Dan!>

Missouri Pro-Vote is hiring people
to collect signatures in an effort to
raise the minimum wage in
Missouri from $5.15/ hour to
$6.50/hour. They need to collect
93,000 valid signatures by May 9th.
And what you may ask are they
paying? The answer: $9/hour $11/hour. >

FRANCIS SLAY
His slate loses his own ward. Ouchy-wa-wa.
TEACHER’S UNION
They’re 3-0 in school board elections. It’s like they’ve got
some an endless army of poll workers or something… Oh
yeah.
ROBERTI
Hundreds of miles away and still his shadow loom over the
election.
FRANK HAMSHER
Civic Progress’ man on street has to explain to the bosses
where their money went. Poof.

Tired of waiting for the
phone to ring,
the customers to pour in?

Let the ACC help!
Contact advertising manager Sunyatta Marshall
for rates and availability.
314-629-5936 or sunyatta@archcitychronicle.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ED MISSTATES CARTER’S RECOMMENDATION

WHY I’M WORRIED ABOUT
THE NEW SCHOOL BROARD

Dear Editor:

Follow me here:
St. Louis City has highly concentrated
pockets of poverty. The children who live
in poverty attend the St. Louis Public
Schools (SLPS). This is no secret. Look at
the percentage of children receiving free or
reduced-priced lunches. It’s over 76%.
That’s more than twice the Missouri
average of 35.2%.
One of poverty’s side-effects is
that you move a lot. You get
kicked out of your aunt’s house;
you fall behind on rent; for all sorts of reasons, if you’re poor, you move a
lot more than if you’re not. It’s no surprise then that the student population
in the SLPS moves more than other student populations. It’s why people
refer to the schools as having a transient population.
On the SLPS web-site, they offer information about the student turn-over
rate. It varies widely by school. Roosevelt, for example had a turn-over rate
of 143%. That means you had a totally different student body at the end of
the year than at the beginning––and then some! Scan through the elementary schools and most of them have turn-over rates between 40-60%.
One of the most important reforms that the mayor’s slate implemented
was a district-wide curriculum. It was a recommendation from the Council
of the Great City Schools. In practice it means when students change schools
in the middle of the year, as lots of them do, they’re on the same page––figuratively and literally. Before this reform, if you were a child living in
poverty and your family moved, you went
to the new school and you had a new curriculum, a new textbook, a new lesson
plan. In short, you were lost and out of
luck. What child would thrive in that
environment?
With the district-wide curriculum,
guess what happened? Test scores went
up. Opponents of reform focus on the APR score, which includes a host of
indicators. But if you looked at the straight test scores, they went up. Almost
all of them. Eight of the nine MAP categories showed improvement even
while the district underwent substantial change––closed schools, outsourced services, streamlined operations. At the elementary level, tests
scores increased at a fast clip. 36% of elementary student met the state’s
standard for proficiency in math, up from 24% two years earlier. In reading
it was 35% up from 22%. And in science it was 53%, up from 39%. Plenty
of room for improvement still, but signs of life!
Yet the new school board majority as one of their first acts placed weakening the district-wide curriculum on their agenda. It was a campaign
pledge, so it’s hard to fault them for doing what they said they would. Their
reasoning is that some teachers––and the teacher’s union––don’t like the
lack of flexibility a uniform curriculum gives them in the classroom. As
someone in a very flexible work environment, I empathize. However, the
board should put the students’ needs above the teachers’ wants.
The most recent high-school reading scores were abysmal, only about 6%
met the state’s standard. Follow that class back and at the elementary stage,
only about 10% met the standard then.
In other words our dysfunctional system doomed a lot of them to some
measure of illiteracy ago time ago. This
elementary group has a better shot,
thanks to the standardized curriculum.
Please, please, please––let’s not take
Dave Drebes
that away from them.

The board should
put the students’
needs above the
teachers’ wants.

Have any thoughts about what Dave had to say? Please send your comments or questions to dave@archcitychronicle.com
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It’s a shame when an editorialist
must resort to partisan attack in the
first few words of his piece in order
to attempt to make his case, but
such was the situation in the recent
Ed Martin commentary on voter
photo ID. He started his argument
with the words "a famously bad
president, Jimmy Carter …" and
then proceeded to misrepresent the
former President and his CarterBaker election report by asserting
that Carter supported photo IDs for
voters with no restrictions.
Wrong,
Mr.
Martin. President
Carter made it
clear in the report
and in a recent letter to Secretary of
State
Robin
Carnahan that his
recommendation
was for a gradual
phase-in of voter
photo ID over a
SIX-YEAR period, not 60 days as
would be the case under the Senate
Republican legislation we have
opposed. There is no way that the
state could conceivably photograph as many as 190,000 photo IDless, voting-age Missourians in the
narrow window between an
August 28 effective date and the
November election. Mr. Martin
knows this is impossible, but it
doesn’t stop him from espousing
his opinion to the tune of the same
off-key melody that Republicans
have been singing since they
thought up this flat idea.
The immediacy of this bill is
necessary for one reason only: To
give Republicans an edge at the
polls in a year where their faulty
policies are catching up with them
and their only hopes are to disenfranchise the elderly, the poor, the
disabled and minorities. The state
GOP has proven itself adept at
finding solutions to problems
which do not exist, and SB 1014 is
a solution in search of a problem.

The photo ID requirement is
supposedly designed to decrease
voter fraud in two areas: 1) people
who misrepresent themselves at
the polls and 2) people who vote
more than one time per election.
There have been no documented
cases of people misrepresenting
themselves at the polls in
Missouri, and Ms. Carnahan is proposing increasing criminal penalties for this type of voter fraud in
order to meet this perceived problem head-on.
There have been a handful of
documented occurrences of voter
fraud as a result of
people voting twice
here.
Establishing
what amounts to a
license to vote with a
photo ID would not
solve that problem
because voting twice
is a registration issue
not an identification
issue.
A
new
statewide voter registration database currently being
implemented will help resolve any
duplicate registration problems, as
well as inaccurate voter lists.
Mr. Martin wants the public to
believe that this voter suppression
bill is actually a voter protection
bill and only Godless heathens like
Democrats could possibly oppose
it. Beware of this wolf in sheep’s
clothing. Mr. Martin’s flippant
remarks in an effort to sell spoiled
meat to Missourians is not unusual. Republicans are politically
astute to want to keep elderly,
poor, minority and disabled voters
away from the polls after they
slashed them to pieces with their
Medicaid policy changes last year.
Don’t expect Democrats to stand
idly by while this alarming effort is
made.

ID’s won’t work
because voting
twice is a registration issue, not
an identification
issue.

Sincerely,
Maida Coleman
Senator, Fifth District
St. Louis, MO

A VIET NAM-ERA VET WANTS LICENSE PLATE
Dear Editor,
The other day I made a call I had
been meaning to make for more
than a year. I called the Driver and
Vehicles Services Bureau of the
Missouri Department of Revenue. I
asked the clerk there what is
would take to get a license plate
that bears the legend Viet Nam-Era
Veteran. There exists already a Viet
Nam Veteran plate, but to the many
of us veterans who were in the
service from 1965 to 1973, but did
not see duty in Viet Nam, that plate
is not appropriate and would be
seen as misleading. The clerk’s
response, to my dismay, was that
anyone wanting to inaugurate a
new style of license plate would be

required to round up a total of
200 people also wanting such a
plate and these 200 would have
to contribute 25 dollars a piece to
offset expenses in producing a
new plate. I told the clerk I could
not believe this, but she assured
it was true.
There are 37 different choices
available on Form 4601, the
continued on p 6
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GUZY

SAYS...
THE CRUELEST MONTH
BY M.W. GUZY
I don’t think St. Louis native,
T.S. Eliot, had the IRS in mind
when he wrote that "April is the
cruelest month". Then again, to the
extent that he later moved to
England and became a British subject, maybe he did. Whatever the
motive, his observation has merit.
Like most people, I recognize
taxation as a necessary, if unpleasant, obligation of citizenship. I
really don’t object to the robbery;
it’s the paperwork involved that
drives me to drink—which in my
case, is often a short trip.
Compelled by legislative fiat to
perform my own financial autopsy,
I sort through crumpled receipts,
c a n c e l l e d
checks
and
incomprehensible tax code
instructions trying to figure out
how I managed
to spend every
dime I could lay
hands on. As
post-mortems
go, mine is typical in that it
yields results that are less than
encouraging.
Of course, tax season is the procrastinator’s Disneyworld.
It’s
filled with tempting delights to distract the idle mind from the task at
hand. There’s nothing like a 1040
long form to whet one’s appetite for
cable broadcasts of Swedish bobsledding and women’s basketball.
Besides, I muse, how can the government of a putatively free nation
compel its citizens under penalty of
law to perform tedious labor without just compensation for their
time?
Finally, my treasonous ruminations get the best of me and I cram
all my records into a shoebox and
head out the door to take refuge in
the arms of a tax accountant. Now,
even that meager solace is being
called to question.
The Associated Press reports
that undercover congressional
investigators posing as beleaguered

taxpayers patronized 19 firms specializing in tax-preparation. Only
two of the resultant tax returns
reflected the actual refund due and
both of those arrived at the correct
amount erroneously. If the pros are
batting 0 for 19, what are the odds
that you’ll hit a line drive?
Having thus concluded that you
don’t know how to manage your
money and that nobody knows how
to compute the taxes due on it, it’s
tempting to despair and conclude
that you’re a hopelessly irresponsible financial nitwit. To feel better
about yourself, consider just where
your tax dollars
go after they
leave your wallet.
Once again,
the Associated
Press
(new
m o t t o :
"Cassandra was
an
optimist")
brings sad tidings. Under the
headline, "Iraq
War
Bill
Accumulates
Extra
Requests", it reports that the $67.8
billion supplemental bill to fund
the war effort in Iraq has ballooned
to over $107 billion. This emergency appropriation now funds Gulf
Coast oyster beds, drought relief,
levee repair, highway construction
and bird flu vaccine. And remember, none of this money is reflected
in the annual federal budget which,
when submitted last year, boasted a
deficit of nearly $400 billion. To
appreciate the enormity of this
mess, it’s useful to recall the definitions of the terms involved.
Public discussion of the budget
suffers from the popular misconception that "million", "billion" and
"trillion" all basically mean the
same thing: "a lot". Taking our lead
from mathematician John Allen
Paulos, let’s liken these terms to the
passage of time in order to better
understand their order of magnitude.

Public discussion of the
budget suffers from the
popular misconception
that "million", "billion" and "trillion" all
basically mean the
same thing: "a lot."
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Three men are convicted of a
crime. The first is deemed the least
culpable and is sentenced to one
million seconds in prison. The next
offender was more involved in the
wrong-doing and receives a sentence of one billion seconds. The
third, clearly the ring-leader, gets
the max—one trillion seconds.
Absent parole, how long will each
man serve?
The first convict will be released
in just over 11_ days. The second
will be confined for over 31.5 years.
The third guy better pack a lunch
because he’s going to be locked
down for more than 315 centuries.
The national debt is currently
estimated at $6 trillion. Imagine
that we began to repay this obligation at the rate of $1,000 per second,

24/7. If we agreed not to borrow
any more money until the debt was
retired, and if our creditors agreed
not to charge any further interest on
the unpaid balance, it would take us
a little over 189 years to break even.
Current budget forecasts, considered to be optimistic, predict that
the debt will grow to $9 trillion by
2011.
America annually spends more
on national defense than the rest of
the world combined. Yet, while
girding ourselves against foreign
adversaries, we’ve managed to
become a nation of debtors whose
industrial base has been largely outsourced to the third world. Should
the end come, it will likely do so
"not with a bang, but a whimper…"
>

GETTING IT RIGHT
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
HONORABLE DAVID C. MASON
BY ED MARTIN
Dear Judge Mason,
What happened? Is this a joke?
On March 31st, were you serious
when you announced your sentence? Was that sentence you handed down an early April Fool’s Day
joke? I mean, to sentence a defendant who confessed to election
fraud AND possession of crack
cocaine to transcendental mediation… literally, this is unbelievable.
The
defendant,
M i c h e l l e
Robinson, admitted to being part of
the fraud called
Operation
Big
Vote, the notorious
2001 voter registration scheme that
"registered"
Red
Villa and other
deceased
St.
Louisans. Robinson admitted to 13
counts of election fraud along with
possession of crack and a crack
pipe. And she gets probation and
directed to get trained in transcendental meditation. Wow.
Now, I suppose you might tell
me that everybody from Operation
Big Vote, the scheme that implicated all kinds of Democratic players,
got community service and probation. All six of those defendants
who pled to crimes did no time.
But I would still wonder: "what do
you have to do to our election system to get some real time in St.
Louis?" And "when will we get
judges that will stand up for the
integrity of our election system (not
to mention our laws)?"
Your Honor, how can we believe
that elections matter, that criminal
actions have consequences, when
your sentence for election fraud is
probation AND transcendental meditation? St. Louis is already the tooquick target for
jokes and digs
regarding our elections. (Just ask Kit
Bond and Mitzy
the Dog!)
Now,
you are sentencing
criminals to "ooom
ooom ooom."
It
would be more
comic if it were
less tragic.
And to think, you are an
appointee of former Governor John
D. Ashcroft.
You courageously
defended him against charges or
racism in 2000 and 2001 when he
was nominated to serve as United
States Attorney General. You came
forward and showed that thenGovernor Ashcroft had appointed a
number of African American jurists
and high level government officials.
You seemed smart, clear-headed
and a rising star.
Now, you are floating among the
clouds. I see that you are listed on
the website www.enlightenedsentencing.org as a proponent of transcendental meditation (or "TM" as
you and the proponents call it) as
an alternative for sentencing. Can
you be serious? I have no problem
with judges indicating that they

think that defendants should do
certain things to better themselves.
Judges might tell defendants to
meditate, to pray, or whatever. But
these strike me as actions that
judges should persuade people to
do, not sentence them to do. As in,
"I’m David Mason and I get a lot of
stress relief from TM and you
should try it."
Don’t get me
wrong: I am not
anti-transcendental meditation. I
just think it has no
place in your sentencing.
Again,
this is like sentencing someone
to
say
their
prayers. Nice idea and probably
good for them but not the role of
judges, juries or our courts. I am all
for counseling (in and out of prison)
and stress-management and whatever. But it is unseemly and a little
ridiculous to have "TM" (as proponents call it) as a part of our sentencing––especially when convict
committed so many violations.
This sentence adds credence to
my growing suspicion that we
should elect our judges instead of
appointing them. If we elected you,
we the voters would have another
shot at deciding if a judge who uses
"TM" instead of real jail time should
stay on the bench. Over in Illinois,
we recently saw how a judge (finally) retired instead of facing election
after he was revealed to have signed
up for dating services in his robes
and taken Spanish classes to meet
girls.
Now, I am not sure if you had a
pre-sentencing report that revealed
that Ms. Robinson
has turned her life
around, cleaned
up her act, and
renounced
her
fraud and drug
use/possession.
Maybe you know
more than the rest
of us. Still, I am
begging you to
change your mind
and keep the "TM" lectures off the
bench and on your own time.
If the crime, give ‘em the time.
Or let them walk or give them probation if they deserve it. But don’t
ask them to chant and meditate––it
is beneath you… and us.

Your sentence adds
credence to my
growing suspicion
that we should elect
our judges instead
of appointing them.

When will we get
judges that will
stand up for the
integrity of our election system (not to
mention our laws)?

Sincerely yours,
Ed
Ed Martin, the Republican
Chairman of the St. Louis City
Board of Elections, is a lawyer in
general practice in south City who
thinks judges are underpaid but not
necessarily over-worked. He can be
reached at ed@aul.org.
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CONTINUING COVERAGE
UPDATES ON PREVIOUS ACC STORIES
LETTERS FROM IRAQ
March 6, 2006
Hello All:
We are in the middle of a
dust/sand storm. It is pretty foggy
out there and people who have been
here in the past say it only gets
worse in the summer. Sounds like a
great place to be.
It always amazes
me, the desert is
a
wonder
in
itself. I am not
sure how anyone
really survives,
but then again
it’s amazing to
see that people
do live and prosper here. Their lives
are certainly much different than
ours and they live in very harsh
conditions, yet they are still able to
have children, raise them and somehow survive. Survival of the fittest.
The dust is very hard to combat
here. It is very fine and gets into
everything. We have to cover everything with a towel or something to
keep the dust out.
The politics here are certainly
interesting. If you are a government
official you have your own personal
security detail. That is in case someone tries to kill you. It happens all
the time. I know our presidential
officials have their own and I am
sure some rich people do, but not all
our politicians, though some of
them probably should, if you know
what I mean.
I miss the U.S. and will until I
get there in 8 or 9 months. I crave
the food, the friendship of my family and friends and the comforts of
all that these provide. I have gotten
tons of good stuff from people and I
am grateful, but eating out of a box
is not home cooking. Just 1 year
they say, you can do that standing
on your head. I will do it, and when
I leave I hope we, the U.S. have a
plan not to stay here much longer.
The Iraqi people need to take charge
of their own affairs, their own country and their people. We can’t sustain this and we should not have to
shoulder all of this. Most of the foreign forces will be pulling out of
here soon and we will be here. Isn’t

there a message in there somewhere? Why do we seem to miss
that one?
As I vent or just put thoughts on
paper all of you should be questioning with reason and facts about
this situation. My intent is only to
tell you how I feel.
***
March 16, 2006

The Iraqi people
need to take charge
of their own affairs,
their own country
and their people.

So it has been a
few days since I have
written. Lots going
on here.
We have lost
more soldiers and we
are ramping up more
troops on the streets. We called a

battalion of soldiers from Kuwait to
assist in securing Baghdad for all
this government stuff and there is a
religious holiday that is happening
over this weekend. Millions of pilgrims will ascend on several cities.
Let’s pray that our guys and gals are
safe.
I will be changing my job position. I will remain on nights, but I
am going to be the night shift
Officer in charge. The current OIC
just got the boot. It was not pretty,
really. She really does not grasp
what is going on over here and she
spent most of her time gossiping

LETTERS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

application for personalized military license plates. It seems fantastic that each faction would have
gone through this rigmarole to get
their particular plates; this
includes sanctioned contingents
such as "Former POWs," "Pearl
Harbor Survivors," "Purple Heart
Recipients," and "Combat Medic."
Nobody has the time to round up
200 people for this cause, yet it
seems obvious that Viet Nam-era
vets deserve a plate of our own.
The State of Missouri should pony
up for this plate which would distinguish us—who could have gone
to Nam but for whatever reason,
mainly fate, didn’t—from those
who did go.
Wm. Stage
U.S. Army Medical Corps
1969-1972
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Hello All:

and trying to get information etc…
She is one of those who thinks they
know everything, but really knows
nothing and it did not sit well with
the powers that be. Anyone who
was or is in the military knows, if
you make a mistake, fall on your
sword, take the hit and don’t make
the same mistake again. Not here, it
was not pretty. Everyone tried to
help, didn’t work. So I will be the
head mf in charge on nights. More
responsibility, more of an opportunity to get screamed at. What joy
that will be. Wish me luck…
Today March 26, we found 3
secret detainee facilities being run
by the Minister of Interior here, they
are in charge of their national security. They were torturing prisoners
all through the nights and the

neighbors heard it and called it in.
We went in
and arrested
folks
and
got
people out
of there. So
it is hard to
get a country to democracy when they still are
using tactics from the stone age…
***
April 7, 2006

There are cities in Iraq
that never had power or
clean water and we are
providing that for them.

Hello All:
It has been way too long since

ACC NEEDS A “GETTING IT LEFT”
Dear Editor:
I read the ACC regularly. For a
while now I have been curious as
to why there is no left/progressive
commentary in the paper. Ed
Martin's column "Getting It Right"
is always, obviously biased. In
the last issue he
spoke
about
voter ID cards.
Now this sounds
like a no-brainer,
until you look into the issue and
see that the reason progressive
groups oppose this is that in
Republican-controlled states, this
program is used to disenfranchise
poor voters. How? Simple. The
cards are given out at state run
facilities, but strangely, while

my last letter. Things here of course
are filled with chaos. So where to
begin……
I was here when Jill Carroll was
set free and what a circus that was.
You know she may say whatever
she wants about her ordeal here, but
do not let her words fool you. She
totally denounced the U.S. while
she was here and let me tell you
that we, the U.S. army and other
forces did over 25 missions to find
her. Lots of men and women put
their lives on the lines for her and
she turned her back on us. It is quite
disappointing, really. I guess I have
become jaded in a way… I think I
know too much about the situation
with her and I have lost my own
ability to not judge. I remember the
nights when we all stood by with
hope that tonight would be the
night we find her, and then she just
gets released and walks into a political HQs and it is over. She loves
this country and its people and I bet
she will return here very shortly.
Since the kidnappers treated her
well, she has no fear of them now. I
hope she does not come back here,
believe me I do not think she will
make it out alive. She got lucky..
but I think it is because she did
identify with the people and also
someone probably paid the ransom.
That is how most people make
money here. Kidnapping is it…
What a business to be in. Most of us
look into owning our own businesses, books tore, coffee shop, I don’t
know too many of us who open up a
kidnapping ring. The mafia yes…
and other crime related elements,
but it is not the only game they
run… Here it is a full time gig.
Now there is
good things happening here, our
guys and gals
are
working
hard. There are
cities in Iraq
that never had
power or clean water and we are
providing that for them. It is a good
feeling to see the pics and read the
articles, yet I know you guys at
home do not get to them.
I love and miss ya madly..

they open in the suburbs and rural
areas, they don't seem to open in
working class neighborhoods, especially those with people of color.
While the paper does cover a lot of
issues within the Democratic Party,
this is not the
same
as
Mr.
Martin's politically-motivated opinion column. With
no unapologetic
progressive voice,
there is no counterpoint. A voice
from the left would be greatly
appreciated.

"Getting It Right" is
always, obviously
biased.

Glenn Burleigh
Executive Director,
Take Back St. Louis
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FORECLOSED
CONCLUSION
BY REBECCA RIVAS

It was chilly, but the sun was
shining on Jennifer’s birthday in
late January. First thing she did was
load up the kids in the car. She
strapped in her baby and 3-yearold, as her boy jumped in the back.
She set out to find her own birthday
present––a new house.
After riding up and down the
Benton Park area, she found one.
Within a few hours, she had a contract.
"The deal was sealed," she said.
"I was buying the house."
In the excitement, she faxed
over all the information to a friend
at a mortgage financial service so
they could start shopping a loan.
Over the next few weeks, the
excitement weakened as the broker
did not respond. The deadline to
have a loan commitment was nearing. A week before the deadline,
they asked to push back the closing
date, while assuring her that the
loan would meet her needs.
Then at 3 p.m. on Feb. 10–– the
day when Jennifer either had the
loan in place or breeched the contract––the company presented a
loan that was, "the best they could
do."
The loan had an interest rate of
over 10 percent, a monthly payment of $1199 and adjustable-rate
mortgage (ARM). Adjustable rates
often start low and can get higher
with the market, as opposed to a
fixed, dependable rate.
"I had told them I couldn’t pay
more than $1,000 a month, and they
waited to the last minute to sell me
a crappy loan. I could have lost my
house and been sued."
Jennifer didn’t know much
about predatory lending practices.
However, in the mortgage business,

Predatory lenders take advantage of consumers buying a home or refinancing their
home by adding on excessive fees and high
interest rates.

the "bait-and-switch" tactic is one
of the most common forms.
Predatory lenders take advantage of consumers buying a home
or refinancing their home by
adding on excessive fees and high
interest rates.
They prey on low-income families, women, elderly and people
facing a crisis, such as divorce,
medical or job loss.
Like Jennifer’s lender, they are
pushy and reassuring that the loan
will work. However, at 3 p.m.,
Jennifer called another broker and
within a few hours had a loan with
an interest rate of 8.9 percent and
an $897 monthly payment.
The house she bought was in
the heart of an area plagued by
high foreclosure rates and boarded
up buildings.
Predatory lending often occurs
at the level of subprime loans,
which are given to people struggling with credit history. They
have higher interest rates because
they are higher risks for lenders.
Research shows that as subprime loans increase in popularity
so do the foreclosure rates. The
National Consumer Law Center
shows that in 2003, 1 in 16 subprime loans ended in foreclosure.
In St. Louis, the highest rates of
foreclosure exist in the North
County and the southeast city
including Benton Park West,
Gravois Park, Dutchtown and
Carondelet. In the southern group,
foreclosures represent up to 26
percent of all residential units with
a mortgage and up to 3 percent of
all units, according to a study at
University of Missouri at St. Louis
(UMSL).
In St. Louis, limited information is available about the borrowcontinued on page 10
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NOCTURNE
THE CURE FOR THE COMMON COUCH

RULER OF THE

CARDINAL ROOSTS

given off by the level of service, limited food options, and acres of tent
One of the worst things about
space. Shaped like an airplane
having a new stadium is the lethangar, Hrabosky’s is cavernous for
down of away games. It’s like only
a sports bar, and when the hangar
having the blue and red tigers, and
door is open, the airflow is refreshhaving to wait until your friend
ing. Being the only sports bar with
comes over every other day with the
a "VIP" lounge, Hrabosky’s is really
rest of the bunch so you can form
a hybrid between a sports bar and
Voltron in all its regal splendor. In
the Oz. After the game, it transforms
order to make the necessity of away
into a top-forty blasting, drink-tillgames less painful, Arch City
everyone-is-good-looking one-nightChronicle presents a guide to the
stand machine. Such sentiment is
best baseball bars in or near the city
made apparent by sophomoric
of St. Louis.
touches like having a two-way mirEnjoying
your
St.
Louis
ror in front of a set of stalls in the
Cardinals in
men’s baththe company
room
that
of other fans
faces the line
brings everyto
the
one together
w o m e n ’s
to celebrate
bathroom.
the highs and
Looking
at
lament
the
women
in
lows of a sealine to use the
son that is
bathroom
longer than
who can’t see
daytime
at
you is honestthe
North
ly
kinda
Pole. There
creepy
and
is one noticedisrespectful,
Al Hrabosky’s Ballpark Saloon. photo by Lucas Hudson
able excepbut it must be
tion with this list, that being Paddy
a popular feature for the fairly
O’s. As electric an environment
young crowd.
Paddy O’s can be, it is only open
The "VIP" lounge features a balduring home games. Without furcony that overlooks the main seatther ado, here are our picks in
ing area and provides a compelling
alphabetical order.
top-down look at the Cardinal revelry below, and is actually quite nice
AL HRABOSKY’S BALLPARK SALOON
if you are indeed, a very important
Al Hrabosky’s is essentially one
person. Compared to other sports
large pen for the hordes of Cardinal
bars, domestics are fairly expensive
cattle, at least that is the impression
at $4.00 a pop, unless the Cardinals
are playing, and then the domestics
are $3.00. Getting charged $5.00 for
a Michelob Amber Ale was, however, highway robbery. The food
options are limited to outside BBQ,
which was just o.k. Though you can
see a t.v. from anywhere in the bar,
the lack of big screen plasmas is disturbing. However, there is no denying the electricity that comes with
the ability to pack so many fans in
one sprawling baseball complex,
and that is Hrabosky’s chief
strength.
Hrabosky’s - 3 Ozzie Flips out of 5

BY LUCAS HUDSON

DB’S SPORTS BAR
DB’s does almost everything
right. Consisting of one long bar and
one central seating area separated
by a glass and wood divide, DB’s
physical space is, well, cozy. With

eighteen televisions and two
rear-projection big-screens,
DB’s provides a panoramic
Wendy serves some cold ones at DB’s Sports Bar.
view of each and every pitch.
photo by Lucas Hudson
At $2.75, DB’s has the cheapest domestic beer in all of the bars
or even pins. The bar reflects a
frequented, and every AB product
more laid back, less intense atmosis exactly the same price.
Their
phere.
No sports memorabilia
home game specials include a buckadorns the walls whatsoever, and
et of beer for a workingman’s price
the acres of fine, rich wood and
of twelve bucks, also lowest on the
ambient lighting denote a fine steaklist. DB’s has the best wings. The
house more than a sports bar.
chickens used to make their wings
Unsurprisingly, Flannery’s is the
must have had some cream and a
only sports bar that has candles at
little clear, because their wings, and
each and every table. What
especially their drummies, are as
Flannery’s does have in spades are 5
big as Barry Bonds’ brain tent. They
drop-dead delicious high-definition
have the juiciest, meatiest, most
big screen plasma televisions. Four
consistently gargantuan drummies I
of them are on one wall within inchhave ever had the pleasure of saves of each other, and one in a corner
aging. The special sauce is a state
by some electronic dart machines.
secret and accordingly, is not only
The two main Sony plasmas have
dipping-fries-in-the-left-over-sauce
the clearest, crispest picture of any
good, but has a mysterious bend
television in any bar in this article.
that will leave you guessing what
The hot wings were crispy and
flavor family the sauce came from.
bursting with that not too mild and
Not to mention they have fresh barnot too hot orange-hued hot wing
becue cooking out back, and the
flavor, though the chicken tenders
setup is not the kind where you
were merely passable. Flannery’s
have to go outside and get it yourfloorplan is ideal for a sports bar, as
self, you can
both the bar
order it from
and the centhe
waitress.
tral seating
Speaking of the
area face the
waitresses, be
massive
forewarned:
wall of plasTheir
outfits
ma
goodwould
make
ness.
At
Larry
Flint
$ 3 . 5 0 ,
blush. Sports
domestic
bars tend not to
beers are no
be
familybargain, but
friendly estabthe
solid
lishments, but
DB’s Sports Bar. photo by Lucas Hudson selection of
regardless, the
draft
beer
scantily-clad
will satisfy many a beer snob. Alas,
waitresses are a tad overboard and
there are no game day specials.
might not fly with female friends or
loved ones. The lack of a true patio
Flannery’s has a free shuttle to
and the fact that the enclosed space
and from the stadium.
may get a bit smoky are the only
Flannery’s - 3.5 Ozzie’s
things holding DB’s back. DB’s also
has a free shuttle to and from the
stadium.
DB’s - 4 Ozzie’s
LEFTY’S LONGNECK LOUNGE

FLANNERY’S PUB
It figures that Washington
Avenue took forever to host a proper sports bar. The reason why is
now obvious. Many of the new
sophisticates living the loft life are
a far cry away from the hordes of
enthusiastic young Cardinal fans
from South City or South
County; where Bud Light is a
second language, and showing off tanned winter
poundage is no big deal. In
other words, a lot of these
kids are too cool for school,
as a Sunday night game
against the Cubs, and a
Wednesday night (home)
game against the Brewers
was entirely absent of any
Cardinal jerseys, shirts, hats

Previously called Kelly’s Korner,
Lefty’s was the dusty haunt of old
men grumbling about the demise of
Falstaff, burning the bar by constantly missing the ashtray, and
doing a good job of tolerating a fairly regular industry crowd. Now,
Lefty’s has been converted into one
hell of a sports bar by Phil Miceli
and Rick Syberg, who brought his

Flannery’s Pub. photo by Lucas Hudson
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renowned mustard-tinged wing
ture two different bars. It seems
sauce along with him. Like DB’s,
like each direction (north, south,
Lefty’s is a
east
and
smaller, more
west) has
intimate
its
own
affair, but the
wall
of
addition of
mammoth
an
alwayst e l e v i open, wellsions. The
appointed,
number of
spacious
televisions
upstairs
at
the
lounge turns
S p o r t s
Lefty’s from a
Zone
is
big-plasunspeakm a ’ d - u p
a b l e .
neighborTrying to
Lefty’s Longneck Lounge. photo by Lucas Hudson d e s c r i b e
hood bar to a
bonafide desthe numtination capable of handling what
ber of televisions would do a diswill be large crowds. Not only does
service to the actual number of telLefty’s sport large plasma televievisions; be they big, small, inside,
sions behind the main bar and sevoutside, projection, plasma or staneral smaller lcd’s upstairs, but it
dard. All that space has led to an
also sports the best pub food, bar
important feature of the Sports
none. DB’s wings are a little tastier,
Zone: there are two smallish rooms
but the toasted ravioli was the best
with leather couches and big screen
I’ve had in a very long time, the
tv’s that can be rented out by small
Sybergs-style
to medium size
wings were meaty,
parties, and come
flavorful
and
with a free appedelectable in their
tizer sampler and a
own right, and the
dedicated
waitclub/chicken
ress. In addition,
sandwiches have
an outside patio
earned a fierce
sports two televir e p u t a t i o n
sions, which is a
amongst the workwell-appreciated
ers at other bars in
luxury during long
the area.
The
summer
nights.
DB’s serves a big chicken wing. photo by Lucas Hudson
tented patio area
The food however,
was surprisingly
was a letdown at
crowded for a weekday night, and
the Sports Zone, the wings were
featured candles at each table. All
overcooked, and the chicken tendomestic beer is 3.00 (except Fat
ders were emaciated, dry and
Tire) and the drafts (Bud Light and
lengthy; as if some mad chicken
Micelob) are $2.50 apiece. AB prodtender genius was inspired by Steak
ucts rule the roost. The only strikes
and Shake’s straw fries, and had to
against Lefty’s are that it is still
have them deep-poultrified. The
smallish on the main level, (can get
Zone is the perfect place to go dursmoky) and it would be tough to get
ing the playoffs or World Series, as
a seat to see the big plasma screens
all that space would be put to good
when it gets crowded. Adding
use instead of being an ambience
another big screen upstairs would
sapper
Domestic beer is $3.00 a
solve the problem nicely.
pop, and there are no game speLefty’s - 4.5 Ozzie’s
cials.
The Sports Zone - 3.5 Ozzie’s

(con’t)

AND THE WINNER IS....
It isn’t just the beautiful plasma
screens, the new upstairs lounge, or
the great food. Lefty’s wins because
of the small things. The way the
bartenders are attractive, personable and attentive, but don’t need to
sell sex in order to get tips. It’s the
way (without being asked) they
remade toasted ravioli without
cheese for a lactose intolerant
friend staring longingly at my
order. It’s the way the memorabilia
tastefully hangs on the walls without being garish and oversized. It’s
the way baseball discussions were
passionate, intelligent, yet respectful. It has the comfortable and
familiar feeling of a cozy corner bar,
but is updated with modern
niceties and has low beer prices 7
days of the week, game or no game.
Expansions to Lefty’s are not limited to the upstairs section. They
have a three step plan to improve
the bar, which include constructing
a permanent outside patio with a

fully stocked bar (looking at you,
Broadway Oyster Bar), an expansive
New Orleans themed upstairs balcony, and a wrap around deck that
will provide a commanding view of
the stadium and downtown St. Louis.
If the Cardinals make it to the NLCS
or the World Series, larger establishments will be able to handle crowds
more efficiently, but for the everyday
game, be it home or away, Lefty’s is a
fantastic choice. >

THE SPORTS ZONE
The Sports Zone in Kenrick
Plaza is obscenely spacious, but
lacks the open air feel of
Hrabosky’s. It’s big and disjointed
to the point that it tempers the feeling of community unless packed to
the hilt, and absolutely has to fea-

Honorable Mention: Kilroy’s720 South 7th Street. 314-621-1960
Kilroy’s is fast on the heels of every
sports bar in St. Louis and will be
given a full review soon.
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FORECLOSED CONCLUSION continued from page 7

ers and lenders involved in these
foreclosures, said Will Winter,
research analyst at the Public Policy
Research Center at UMSL.
"There has been a dramatic
increase in foreclosure rate in St.
Louis and that is somewhat related
to subprime loans," Winter said.
"This is a disaster for first-time buyers. Rushing people into buying can
do a lot of harm."
However, subprime loans exist to
serve a population that has trouble
qualifying for loans. They are not
illegal or harmful to every customer.
"In the landscape we operate, we
can’t say every subprime loan is
evil," said Chris
Krehmeyer,
executive director of Beyond
H o u s i n g .
"They’re
not.
The
issue
becomes who is
looking out for
the interest of
the borrower. A
lot of us go into
the transaction blindly."
Beyond Housing offers a program that educates neighborhoods
about the warning signs of predatory
lending. Krehmeyer said that one of
the problems is that mortgage brokers lack regulation in Missouri.
"Anyone can start a mortgage
company," he said. "There’s no teeth
anywhere to prevent people from
doing wrong."
The Missouri Division of
Finance has handled the state
licensing of mortgage brokers since
1994. Greg Barlow, supervisor of
savings and loans at the division,
said that lenders must go through an

application process, background
check, and provide financial statements prepared by a certified public
accountant. Those who are exempt
from state licensing are those who
are licensed under HUD or Fannie
Mae, or by banking authorities.
"I would consider them as regulated as any other commission, like
real estate agents," said Barlow.
Senator Maida Coleman has
been house shopping as well. She
even looked at a home just a couple
houses away from Jennifer’s, as it
turns out. Coleman was surprised at
the large number of new mortgage
companies that have sprung up.
"It’s a scary situation to see so
many mortgage companies just setting up
shop with no real
background and no
track record here in
the St. Louis metropolitan area."
On Apr. 10, Sen.
Coleman introduced
bill SB 1043 to the
committee in Jefferson
City, which would
control predatory lending by regulating high-cost home loans. Under
the bill, borrowers must be
informed of the amount of compensation the brokers will earn and
complete implications of the loan.
"My goal for this legislation is
full disclosure. I just want people
who are buying homes to not be
taken advantage of and not hit with
excessive fees, so they’re not faced
with the unfortunate situation of
having their homes taken."
With large number of immigrants in St. Louis, Sen. Coleman is
also pushing for loan applications
to be translated.

"Anyone can start a
mortgage company.
There’s no teeth
anywhere to prevent
people from doing
wrong."

LENDING FACT SHEET
• When compared to 34 other metropolitan areas of similar size and
attributes, the St. Louis area ranks worst in the terms of the ratio of
African-Americans to whites who spend more than 35 percent of their
income on housing.
• Recent studies also show the St. Louis area has a high incidence of racebased sub-prime lending. Sub-prime lenders spend large sums of money
on marketing campaigns that target minorities and seniors.
• In St. Louis County, foreclosures have increased from 1059 in 1998 to
2176 in 2004 and in the city from 906 to 1302.

www.archcity
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When bilingual loan officer
Sylvia Ontiveros of American Home
Mortgage moved to St. Louis one
year ago, she was shocked at what
she found.
"I have never heard so many horror stories in one year as in 12 years
working in El Paso," she said.
"Spanish speakers don’t understand
the realtor language. The lenders
see this and say ‘Here’s someone I
can load fees on.’"
Ontiveros explained that subprime loans serve a purpose for this
population.
"They are there for a reason," she
said. "I wouldn’t blame it one subprime loans; it’s the person you’re
dealing with. If you explain that an
A
R
M
(adjustablerate mortgage)
is going to
adjust
and
they
accept,
why would it
be bad?"
H o w e v e r,
regulation of
mortgage lending is a hot
topic of debate across the country.
Predatory lending laws have passed
in 28 states, and Missouri is not one
of them. Some banking associations
are opposed to keeping the rates
unregulated.
"The
Mortgage
Banking
Association says that mortgage
lending that leads to increase foreclosure rates is acceptable because
it is known to be high risk," said
Margot Saunders, managing attorney of the National Consumer Law
Center, in a letter to two House of
Representative members. "Does
Congress condone mortgage lending
which has a 10 percent chance of

foreclosure? Or should regulation
prevent some of these loans from
being made, so that homes would
not be in legal jeopardy?"
Along Interstate 40, in North
City, and South City, boarded up
buildings have become parts of the
landscape. People pass by and for a
brief second wonder what could
have happened to the previous
owner. These houses are accumulating trash and making the entire
neighborhood look abandoned.
Will Winter’s research shows
that a boarded up house on the
block drops the house value for the
entire neighborhood. Single-family
property in St. Louis County sold
within one-eighth of a mile from a
foreclosure in 2004
sold
at
a
loss
between $4.1 million
and $5.2 million. In
the city, that loss was
$2.5 and $3.2 million.
Those are the
sales.
Loss
in
appraisal value is 10
times that amount.
As the question
of regulation continues, the number
of people who lose their homes
increases steadily each year. At
Beyond Housing, they always pose
the leather jacket question. Sure
you can afford for monthly payments, but do you really want to
pay $5,000 for that jacket over 30
years?
"I hear lots of people ask, ‘why
would they let me get this loan in
the first place?’" said Linda Ingram,
Don’t Borrow Trouble coordinator.
"There needs to be education to say
that lenders are there to make
money and are not always on their
side." >

As the question of
regulation continues,
the number of people
who lose their homes
increases
steadily
each year.

10 WARNING SIGNS YOU MAY BE DEALING WITH A PREDATORY LENDER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Interest rates above 10%.
High fees and closing costs (over 5% of amount borrowed).
Aggressive sales techniques.
Door-to-door solicitation
Large fees or kickbacks paid to the mortgage broker by the lender
Loans to mentally incapacitated or elderly homeowners
Paying off low-rate mortgages with higher-rate mortgages
Loans exceeding 100% of the value of your home
Switching unsecured debt (i.e. credit card debt) into mortgages for debt
consolidation
10. Loans arranged by contractors.

chronicle.com
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HARVEST OF STORIES

TWO THINGS, IT’S SPRING
BY JAMES STONE GOODMAN
Two things to begin with: the
sense of renewal, and the notion
that when I start, I’m not sure
where I will arrive, if I arrive at all.
I am thanking the holy muse of
conspiracy or synchronicity, God,
whatever my particular narrative
version of the universe might be
(my teacher taught us long ago that
theology was basically storytelling
for adults) for the poet last night
who explained to my daughter and
myself (fifty others but this message
was tagged for me) that he wrote
poetry out of a wrestle with questions, a way to make sense out of
what was bewildering him, not out
of the need for solutions necessarily, but the deep encounter with
story/problem/existence. I get that.
This time of year
what is primary on
most everyone’s mind is
renewal––it’s spring,
even without a tradition, a community, a
wisdom,
spring
is
renewal all over (and
those red bud trees that
bloom so early here
painting hope on the
environment in colors calculated to
slap yo’ face, what sort of accent is
that on your palette O muse of
spring, O holy fountain of beauty
truth, truth beauty, etc., stop). The
poet last night introduced his verses
with: I like to frame my readings
with...with...this one will be transformations.
Transformation.
Transformations. I got that, it’s
spring and the brillig ‘twas.
Still, I was taken by the message
I received this morning from a
Brother friend of mine, serving a
Church community in south St.
Louis, after wishing him a transformative Easter season, him then
wishing me a freedom-loving
Passover time with the added
delight he takes in this season out of
the non-theology of joy and hope
and strength; confidence that
through time, the transformative
game of existence, there will be––a
changing. Whatever it is we are living with in this life is our one certainty: it will change.
My Brother friend told me this: I

love this season of the year. I love
the remembrances and the encouragement, and I pray that the freedom celebrated extends to all
humankind. Ditto, I thought, I love
it too, I want it too, and that one
word I perched on: remembrances.
R e m e m b e r i n g – – w h a t ?
Encouragement yes. Hope for sure.
Hope
above
all.
Remembrances,
the
telling of our stories.
The search in storied
struggle for the possibilities of change, for
transformations, transformation, transformations––for gratitude.
That’s it, I thought, not
the remembrances of
past ills, not the nose-to-nose death
wrestle with the dark (when no one
may die it just takes so long it’s
exhausting, it’s like death), but the
remembrances of past victories, of
the opening to light, in the floating
fly-away sense of hang in there, it
gets better. Look at that red bud. If
you can’t find the evidence of
change, transformation, transformations, hope always, search your own
story, tell it now and again, be grateful.
With this, I took off on the wings
of the season, completely non-theologically reborn into hope, not a
place I visit all the time, but then
again, if I can visit there, I can live
there.
I have arrived somewhere I didn’t expect, oh––that’s the second
thing: five paragraphs ago, I had no
living idea. >

Renewal, rose
bud trees and
remembrances
bring non-theological transformation.
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James Goodman is a rabbi,
writer, and musician. You can check
him out at www.neveshalom.org
and www.stonegoodman.com.

THE FINAL WORD

WHATEVER
BY LUCAS HUDSON
"Sticks and stones can break my
bones, but words can never hurt
me". Oh, yes they can. The word
"Whatever" really does hurt me in a
scratching nails on a dry blackboard kind of way. Whether uttered
directly to me or merely heard in
passing, that common catchphrase
is enough to spill my karma cart
and trigger a ten-second bout of the
old looney-bin mumbling under
the breath routine. Never in the
history
of
American vernacular has a
word
and/or
phrase grated
the cheese of
my soul to a
nub. Not "spas",
not "you go girl", not "baby daddy",
not "gnarly", not "kitsch"; not even
"mmmkay", or "Seacrest out" are so
insanely irritating. It’s even worse
than manufactured pen names like
"M. Night Shymalan." Ugh. What,
exactly, does "whatever" even
mean?
Entirely contextual in nature,
the word implies mistrust and is
really a casual dismissal of "whatever" a person is saying. The problem with the word is that it’s
incredibly, inexcusably lazy. It’s

what you say when you don’t have
the energy or vocabulary to express
what you are really feeling, or it’s
what you say when you care enough
to make a comment, but don’t care
enough to put effort into an effective, reasoned reply. If you don’t
care enough to actually respond in a
thoughtful manner, what is the
point of having the conversation in
the first place? It’s like trying to
impress a date by taking him or her
a popular restaurant, but not caring
quite enough to actually make reservations. The
result is that
you
both
wait for an
hour or more
if you can
even be seated, and now,
any chance of impressing the date is
lost somewhere between waiting at
the bar and trying to figure out
where else to go. It’s also like
"cleaning" kitty’s litter box by just
scooping out the little presents and
not changing the litter or cleaning
the box. If you’re going to impress a
date, make reservations. If you’re
going to clean the litter box, change
the litter. Likewise, if you care
about the conversation in any meaningful way, put effort into what is

Whatever––that word to
use when you you’re too
lazy for conversation.

being said, and put "whatever" back
from wherever you got it.
"Whatever" also has a dumb and
dumber sidekick, "just get over it"
Ostensibly a tool for encouraging
independence and fostering a "get
up off the mat" attitude, "just get
over it" moonlights as a tool of thinly-veiled condescension, and shows
a striking lack of empathy. One of
the worst effects of right wing demagoguery is the notion that America
really is a meritocracy, and people
are at the station they are in life simply because of hard work, and has
nothing to do with the advantage of
being born into money. This effect is
clearly evident with the dismissive
"just get over it", as if to say "your
poor decisions are the reason you
are in this situation, and if it were

me, I would have handled it perfectly and avoided any and all missteps".
The fact that these phrases irritate me may admittedly be due to
personal idiosyncrasies, but in the
end, we should all pay attention to
the catchphrases we use, as their
uses brightly reflect the quality of
society around us. >
If you want to have the final word, contact
Lucas at lucas@archcitychronicle.com
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STREETS OF ST. LOUIS
BY ANNA FIMMEL

Question and photos by Lucas Hudson

Who is the most attractive Cardinal?

"Albert Pujols."
- Jameson Friar , Tower Grove

"Probably Eckstein. He has that young boy look."
- Lt. Lowry

"Tony LaRussa. He gets the least love. "
- Ratchet Thunderstaff, Dogtown

14

"Jimmy Edmonds. He’s probably the only one who would give us a
threesome."
- Scott and Kristen Smith, St. Charles
ARCH CITY CHRONICLE - PEOPLE . POLITICS. ST.LOUIS

WHAT HAPPENED? continued from p 1
paigns had to expend some energy
on fundraising and spent most of
their time working the doors. A
look at their campaign finance disclosures shows about fifty individuals paid for canvassing. Rice estimated that they spoke to some
5,000 voters during their canvassing effort, and adds that they mobilized volunteers as well.
(Rice, it should be noted, suffered a heart attack one Saturday
evening in earlt March, but was
back in the office by Tuesday.
According to campaign sources, it
did not have any affect on the running of the campaigns.)
Peter Downs and Donna Jones
meanwhile relied largely on the
support of the teachers’ union and a
growing coalition of people who
were disappointed with either the
direction of the district or with the
policies of Mayor Slay.
Both sets of candidates went to
innumerable ward meetings, and
neighborhood meetings reaching as
many voters as possible. Downs
campaign struck a chord with voters––not just those who were venting their anger at the changes within the system, but with many progressives who became disenchanted
with the majority slate back when
Bill Roberti did his slash-and-burn
tour of the St. Louis Public School
System. >

MORE PAIN? NO THANKS.
BY DAVE DREBES
The school board election wasn’t
so much of a head-scratcher if you
view the election in terms of benefit-pain.
Political scientists suggest that
most policy outcomes benefit particular groups instead of serving
the general public. Policymakers
(and especially political candidates) seek to make benefits particularized and short-term, pain
diffuse and long-term.
The recent school board election offered a real choice. One
group had already implemented
short term, particularized pain
(school closings, staff layoffs, etc.)
and the benefits it offered were
long-term and diffuse (better graduates in 10 years, more educated
workforce in the city, higher property values resulting from better
schools.)
The other offered the opposite:
short term, particularized benefits
(dangling the possibility of school
re-openings, ceding policy decisions to the teachers’ union). They
did not mention the likely longterm but diffuse pain that may
result: the infighting with superintendent over his proposed standardized curriculum, financial
challenges, and stagnant school
performance).
It is extremely difficult for the
people offering long-term visions
of diffuse benefits to win at the
polls. Sometimes they can win in
legislatures (NAFTA in 1993 is a
good example) but then face retribution at the polls (many
Democratic free-traders lost in
1994). But they can only win at
the polls when they have messengers who are capable of articulating long-term visions in a compelling enough manner to offset
the opposing side's easy demagoguery about the short term pain
necessary in the interim.
Faced with this choice, voters
said, Enough pain. Which shouldn’t surprise anyone in an age
when public figures seem to have
forgotten how to ask voters to sacrifice––and when the few who do
end up in the political graveyard.
>

Ground War
The majority slate got outworked on the ground; they didn’t
use the ward structure as effectively
as they could have; they didn’t have
as many yard signs; and they got
slaughtered by the teachers’ union
working the polls. People who
worked on the campaign concede
most of this, yet maintain that with
basically nothing else on the ballot,
most voters had already made up
their mind. They don’t think they
lost many votes on site.
Bad Literature
There are many critics of the
campaign material produced by the
majority: First, some say they
should
have
run
on
the
record––righting financial/operational wrongs, test scores––instead
of counting on mayoral coattails.
Richard Callow, who produced
much of the literature and commissioned a poll, counters that it was
hard to run on the record because
except for the policy wonks the
public’s perception of the schools is
still negative. Improving, but still
negative.
Second, some say that they
shouldn’t have produced the antiPeter Downs piece. It raised his profile and/or had backlash effect.
Callow retorts that based on how
many votes Downs garnered, he
should have done more negative
pieces, not less.
Candidates
Of course, some people blame
the candidates themselves. One
politician says––Look, Buford had a
hip replacement, he should have
spent those two weeks calling every
committeeperson. Instead some of
them never got called. Nancy Rice,
who ran both candidate committees
sticks up for the candidates, saying
they were both hard-working, sincere, earnest public servants. In
short, they weren’t to blame for the
loss.
Desegregation Settlement
Finally, the conventional wisdom is the first 12% turn-out
included everyone with a gripe
about the changes in the school system––"the coalition of the pissedoff." They had been fighting for
years and were very cohesive. They
were going to turn-out and vote
regardless of how the campaign was
run. The key was getting the next
12% out to vote who would have
favored the reformers. The way to
get them to the polls is have the
election on a higher turn-out date
like November. This perspective
blames the desegregation settlement
years ago that didn’t spell out
November elections for school
board. >
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IMMIGRATION NATION continued from p1
the side of integration;
America should require
the estimated 11 million
illegal immigrants to pay
their dues, but we should
also allow them to prove
themselves and become
citizens.
Many of them may
envision something like
the now-stalled Senate
immigration bill. The bill,
endorsed by Republicans
and Democrats, would:
• Provide a path for citizenship for
some illegal immigrants living in
the U.S. longer than five years
• Create a path for those here under
5 years, but they must return home
first.
• Boost border
security
• Create a guestworker program

Gathering at Kiener Plaza. Photo by Theodore Hennessey.

says that 21 languages can be heard
in the center's after-school programs for children in the immigrant
community.
The Hispanic community is
often seen as monolithic, but that is
not the case. The people come from
all over and bring
their local traditions with them.
In St. Louis City
Hispanic immigrants are mostly
Others believe
from Michohacan,
we must not allow
Mexico; but there
those who break
are Puerto Ricans
the law to slip
in Florrisant and
through the system
Hazelwood;
and then be treated
California transas the equals of
plants often end
those who took the
up
around
St.
Charles.
longer, legal route.
Immigrant communities often
A bill passed by the House of
keep
to themselves initially.
Representatives would likely please
Eventually,
said Chingoli, they
those who favor a tougher approach.
learn to work within the larger
c o m m u n i t y.
Bringing together the different
groups
and
watching them
build
upon
their individual
strengths is one
of
Chingoli's
great joys.
The
high
percentage of
illegal
immigrants
from
Latin America
will undoubtedly land the
Marching as one. Photo by Theodore Hennessey.
entire community,
legal
immigrants
and
native-born
includThe bill would:
ed, under the sharp watch of
• Make it a felony to be an illegal
beefed-up immigration laws. The
immigrant
community is concerned that if you
• Call for a 700-mile fence along the
criminalize illegal immigrants
Mexican border
(deportation is the current penalty,
• Make it illegal to provide aid to
not jail) you will criminalize being
illegal immigrants
Hispanic.
The St. Louis Archdiocese, Jobs
Groups that aid immigrant comfor
Justice and other social-justice
munities find the last provision disgroups
are leading opposition and
turbing. They fear being penalized
education
here in St. Louis. The
for providing help.
rally
in
Kiener
Plaza may only be
Congress is in recess until next
the
start.
>
week and is unlikely to stray beyond
debate on the level of "crackdown"
versus "amnesty". Yet beyond the
political rhetoric lies a complex
issue that defies easy answers,
evokes strong emotions, and reaches
into the depths of our own history;
personal and national.
In the St. Louis area alone, 7090,000 people are foreign-born, estimates
Dr.
William
Chingoli.
Chingoli, an immigrant from
Argentina, runs Acción Social
Comunitaria, the parent group of La
Clinica. The group specializes in
serving the immigrant community
in St. Louis. The organization helps
immigrants in the area work, live
and eventually integrate by providing language classes, legal services,
counseling, health care and more.
St. Louis is home to immigrant
groups that hail from Nigeria,
Mexico, Honduras, Bosnia and
Jordan, just to name a few. Chingoli

Bringing together
the different groups
and watching them
build upon their
individual strengths
is one of Chingoli's
great joys.

Sign of the times. Photo by Theodore Hennessey.
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ANYBODY HOME? continued from p 1

FOR THE RECORD
WARD TURNOUT
Ward %Voter Turnout #Votes Cast
16th
18.13%
3027
28th
17.25%
2702
23rd
15.96%
2585
12th
15.36%
2229
6th
14.88%
2075
8th
13.91%
1883
10th
13.18%
1682
21st
13.17%
2059
13th
13.00%
1683
17th
12.94%
1563
24th
12.69%
1872
26th
12.68%
1886
18th
12.49%
1802
14th
12.41%
1313

Ward %Voter Turnout #Votes Cast
1st
12.39%
1953
15th
12.23%
1498
7th
12.08%
1453
11th
11.86%
1351
4th
11.74%
1590
2nd
11.33%
1498
19th
11.09%
1144
9th
10.44%
1146
25th
10.14%
1026
27th
9.98%
1646
22nd
9.71%
1344
5th
8.75%
1080
3rd
8.20%
1018
20th
6.25%
542

PROP R BY WARD - Change to recall procedure.
28th
7th
8th
17th
6th
16th
25th
15th
13th
23rd
9th
19th
22nd
14th

%Yes
64.12%
61.45%
61.41%
59.50%
58.58%
58.03%
57.98%
55.66%
54.09%
53.34%
53.23%
52.80%
51.98%
51.44%

%No
35.88%
38.55%
38.59%
40.50%
41.42%
41.97%
42.02%
44.34%
45.91%
46.66%
46.77%
47.20%
48.02%
48.56%

5th
12th
11th
24th
26th
10th
20th
27th
2nd
4th
3rd
18th
21st
1st

%Yes
50.28%
50.27%
50.14%
49.68%
48.92%
48.74%
45.26%
44.82%
42.68%
40.26%
39.76%
39.72%
39.72%
35.32%

%No
49.72%
49.73%
49.86%
50.32%
51.08%
51.26%
54.74%
55.18%
57.32%
59.74%
60.24%
60.28%
60.28%
64.68%

% Yes
55.86%
55.63%
55.30%
54.86%
53.51%
52.16%
52.11%
50.14%
50.06%
50.00%
49.70%
48.21%
46.63%
42.32%

%No
44.14%
44.37%
44.70%
45.14%
46.49%
47.84%
47.89%
49.86%
49.94%
50.00%
50.30%
51.79%
53.37%
57.68%

%Yes
45.63%
45.27%
44.39%
43.54%
42.40%
36.78%
35.36%
34.45%
33.80%
33.26%
31.45%
31.32%
30.96%
29.99%

%No
54.37%
54.73%
55.61%
56.46%
57.60%
63.22%
64.64%
65.55%
66.20%
66.74%
68.55%
68.68%
69.04%
70.01%

PROP EJ BY WARD - Tax increase for the junior colleges.
17th
28th
8th
7th
6th
5th
15th
22nd
26th
19th
2nd
25th
9th
4th

% Yes
73.86%
72.41%
71.47%
69.71%
68.71%
65.36%
65.09%
64.86%
64.38%
62.13%
58.55%
56.58%
56.18%
55.99%

%No
26.14%
27.59%
28.53%
30.29%
31.29%
34.64%
34.91%
35.14%
35.62%
37.87%
41.45%
43.42%
43.82%
44.01%

18th
20th
24th
1st
3rd
21st
14th
11th
13th
27th
23rd
10th
16th
12th

PROP G BY WARD - Increase business license tax.
28th
8th
15th
17th
7th
6th
24th
23rd
16th
14th
13th
9th
10th
5th

%Yes
59.68%
57.80%
56.17%
54.88%
54.04%
52.62%
51.78%
50.24%
50.14%
49.46%
49.27%
47.53%
47.20%
46.30%

%No
40.32%
42.20%
43.83%
45.12%
45.96%
47.38%
48.22%
49.76%
49.86%
50.54%
50.73%
52.47%
52.80%
53.70%

OFF THE RECORD
Former staffers and friends of
Vince Schoemehl will meet on
Friday for a reunion––the 25th
anniversary of his ascendancy to
the office of mayor. Should make
for some interesting photos and gossip. Check this space next issue for
the pssts.

12th
11th
19th
25th
20th
18th
26th
2nd
27th
3rd
1st
21st
22nd
4th

Clark Withrow, attorney, has been a
consultant for Grand Center, is a former 6th Ward alderwoman, unsuccessful Independent candidate for
mayor (1997). Other Directors are
former mayors Vince Schoemehl,
Clarence Harmon, Freeman Bosley,
Jr., and James Conway; City Hall
staffers Jeff Rainford (Chief of Staff
for Mayor Francis Slay), Matt
Murphy (aide to Board of Aldermen
President
James
Shrewsbury);
Missouri Historical Society employees Robert Archibald (President),
and Melanie Adams (Community
Education Manager); Sheila Bader,
an attorney; Laura Cohen of
Trailnet/Confluence
Greenway
Project; Frankie Freeman, a civil
rights attorney; and Robert D.
Millstone, an attorney.
Six on the board are county residents. Secretary/Director Stuart
Symington, Jr. (also registered agent
for CHR prior to Sept. 4, 2005) is
with law firm Gallop Johnson
Neuman. Barry Babcock, attorney, is
a co-founder, now consultant, for
Charter Communications. Lawrence
C. Friedman and John R. Musgrave
(also CHR's registered agent at his
home address since Sept. 4, 2005)
are both with law firm Thompson
Coburn. Treasurer/Director B.T.
Rice is a pastor and former Bi-State
Commissioner. Gregory Kleffner,
CPA, is VP of Finance/Controller,
Kellwood, former partner at Arthur
Anderson.
Or, maybe not. Maybe others are
in charge. It’s hard to tell given the
confusing lineage of untimely corporation filings deleting titles,
changing addresses, and adding
director names.
From 2002-2004, in each of the
original annual reports filed with
the Missouri SOS, George H.
Walker, III, St. Louis County, Stifel
Financial Chairman, is listed as
CHR Chairman. On September 19,
2004, ten days after its original
annual report for that year, fewer
than seven weeks before the charter
amendments' election, CHR filed a
second annual report with the SOS.

Clark, now Withrow, became
President and Director. Walker's
name was removed. Makes sense.
The second President Bush was
appointing Walker, first cousin to
the
first
President
Bush,
Ambassador to Hungary.
December 3, 2004, a month after
defeat of the charter amendments,
CHR mysteriously filed with the
SOS a "Statement of Correction" to
each of its annual reports for 20002004. Each carries the same reason
for correction: "The listing of Board
of Directors and Officers on the
Annual Registration Report is
incomplete." Each changes all of the
officers and directors addresses to
the Stifel address.
The 2003 and 2004 corrections
include
addition
of
Adams,
Babcock,
Bader,
Freeman,
Friedman,
Harmon,
Kleffner,
Millstone, Murphy, Musgrave,
Rainford, Deborah Patterson, and
Elaine Spearman. Patterson is
President,
Monsanto
Fund.
Spearman is Chief of Staff/Legal
Counsel to Comptroller Darlene
Green, who was a very vocal opponent of the amendments.
According to one CHR board
member, there hasn’t been a meeting
in over a year; this board member
was under the impression that the
organization was defunct.
Unlike CHR, its companion
organizations, nonprofit Empower
St. Louis (ESL) and PAC Yes for
Home Rule, were both terminated in
Dec. 2004. According to the SOS,
ESL President Marit Clark and
Directors Conway and Bosley filed
its dissolution. Clark, was also
Deputy Treasurer for the PAC and
filed its termination report with
Missouri
Ethics
Commission.
Remaining funds were distributed
$1,700 to Shapiro Flom CPAs,
$21,960.29
to
Thompson
Communications (the Marshfieldbased GOP media consultant for the
campaign), and $1,476 to "Chuck" at
Suite 900, 10 S. Broadway. >
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Landed Affairs
THE DONUT DELIMA
BY TOBY WEISS

V i d e o
killed
the
radio star and
Krispy Kreme
killed Dunkin
Donuts.
By
2001,
the
remaining
Midwest pieces of the Dunkin
Donut Empire had folded under the
Krispy Kreme pressure.
In the aftermath of the franchise
war, the California Do-Nut Co. on
South Jefferson closed up shop.
Known just as much for the crisp
white and green storefront as for
the excellent doughnuts, California
was a long-standing mainstay of the
Benton Park area. Its closing
marked the end of a by-gone era
when each city neighborhood had
its own bakery.
In October of 2005, the Donut
Drive-In closed its location at
Southwest Avenue and Hampton.
While a healthy handful of independent donut shops remained in

someone to bring it
the corporate world that wants to
back." She then had
smother the competition, news that
to ring off because
California Do-Nut may return
customers came in
thrilled the shops consulted during
the door.
the investigation.
Donut Drive-In is
World’s Fair Donuts on South
perhaps the most
Vandeventer is owned and operated
recognizable of the
by baker Terry Clanton, and his wife
independents, what
Peggy. When told of the news, Peggy
California Do-Nut. photo by Toby Weiss
with its prime locarecalled the original owner, Glen
tion at Chippewa
Carnahan and expressed how great
iated, like a mini South Side franand Watson, and its distinctive sigit would be for that neighborhood.
chise. Consolidating into one pownage in place
The Clanton’s
erful location has further strengthsince
1953.
have been in
The
factors
that
distinguish
ened their business. Cheryl was
Cheryl Jerden
business since
happy to hear the California news
worked
1976, and were St. Louis city’s donut shops has
but couldn’t elaborate further; she
recently name- allows them to thrive despite there since new
had to ring off because customers
owners
took
checked in a
came in the door.
over 10 years
New
York the Krispy Juggernaut.
The factors that distinguish St.
ago, and says
Times article
Louis
city’s donut shops from one
that business has "not at all been
about St. Louis attractions. When
another
also allows them to thrive
affected by Krispy Kreme coming to
asked if Krispy Kreme’s arrival
despite the Krispy
t o w n .
made a difference in their business,
Juggernaut. That
A c t u a l l y,
Peggy said, "At first it did, but then
personalized
we get a lot
it leveled off. People tell me that
recipes and service
of
cusKrispy Kremes have too much
can still win out
tomers who
sugar." When asked what conover assembly line
make
a
tributes to being a successful Mom
glazed donuts is
point
of
& Pop doughnut shop, she answered
reassuring. That
telling me
quickly: "The location, the
California Do-Nut
they prefer
donut mixes and how you treat
can sanely contemours
to
the customers." She then had to
Southwest and Hampton location that closed last Oct.
plate getting back
theirs."
ring off because customers
photo by Toby Weiss
in the game is
They closed
came in the door.
inspiring. Here’s
the Southwest and Hampton shop
O’Fashion
Donuts
on
hoping
they
speak
up when finally
because sales weren’t as good at that
Southwest Avenue at the
open
for
business.
>
location, and many people did not
entrance to The Hill has

belonged to baker Gene Hines
and his wife Colleen since
1980. They’ve noticed no difference at all in their business
since
the
Krispy
Kreme
takeover, and Colleen believes
that the unique tastes of each
Donut Drive-In at Chippewa and Watson. photo by Toby Weiss
shops’ wares is the winning
hand against the Wal-Mart of
the city, it was sad to contemplate
doughnuts. She says the key to the
an inevitable future of enforced
difference in donuts is "the baker,
Krispy Kremes.
the way he does it. You can give the
Recently, signs have gone up
exact same mix to three different
inside dusty shop windows, statbakers, and all three donuts will
ing:
"Coming
Soon!
Under
taste different."
Construction. California Donut
When told of California’s return,
Shop Is Coming Back!" A small
Colleen became genuinely excited,
doughnut shop staging a comeback
and provided some information.
at this time is a beautiful and curiWhen owner Carnahan retired, he
ous thing. Is it the original family
handed the shop over to a long-time
bringing it back to life, or someone
employee. This lady and her son ran
new? Why did they decide to
the place for several years, and
revive it? When will it officially
when she decided to retire, the
open?
lights went out until someone new
Answers to those questions
bought the building in 2005. "It was
refuse to reveal themselves, despite
a good place, in a good location,"
the best Columbo tactics. Unlike
Colleen said. "So it’s a good idea for
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realize that the two shops were affil-

C L A S S I F I E D S
TO PLACE AN AD

FREE CLSFDS
First come first serve, priority to ACC
advertisers. To place, visit

www.archcitychronicle.com

REAL ESTATE

SHAW ON SHOW, the annual
Spring showcase of for-sale properties in Historic Shaw, will be Sunday
May 21st. To add your FREE listing to
the tour book, contact St. Margaret
Housing corporation by May 6th.
771-4170

- FOR RENT

South City Apt. 1BR, LR, & Bonus
Room. All appliances included,
W/D and storage in basement.
Close to I-55 & Bates, 5 min. from
downtown, near Carondelet Park
and Mississippi River. $400/mo.
Call John @ 646-7345

LIVE NEXT TO SCHLAFLY
BOTTLEWORKS! Rehabbed
Maplewood Apartments, Large - 2
Bedroom Units $650/mth - Cable
Ready - Heat Included (NO GAS
BILL!!) Off Street Parking, City Living
without the 1% Cover Charge
Call O'Connor Management
314-646-7900
3 bedroom, 2nd floor apartment on
Arsenal, across from Tower Grove
Park & half block west of Grand.
$850 a month, includes gas, electric, water, sewer. One year lease
required. No smoking. No pets. $35
non-refundable application fee.
E-mail info@towergrovechurch.org.

REAL ESTATE

EVENTS

- FOR SALE

Stunning University City Home: 3BR
2.5BA, $279K. Perfect for family
living and elegant entertaining.
Large rooms, high ceilings, abundant windows, hardwood floors,
fireplace, spacious kitchen, new
appliances and a basement rec
room! Lori Davis, 863-3039 Ext.#4
Jon Mendelson, Realtors.

LENDERS
$$ MILLIONS $$ TO LOAN FOR ALL
YOUR MORTGAGE NEEDS.
ASK ABOUT OUR 2.95% FINANCING PURCHASE, REFINANCE, COMMERCIAL, MULTI-IFAMILY, INVESTMENT, NEW CONSTRUCTION CALL
MR. ALEXANDER 852-4730 PREMIER
MORTGAGE FUNDING

EMPLOYMENT OPPS
Earn$500 to $2000 in a month
through ad typing opportunity guaranteed income and full training will
be provided to start the jobs.
Worldwide position open. Join
immediately visit: http:// www.onlineadpost .com/ refid.asp? binod Or
mailto: asianmaggot@hotmail.com.

NEEDED
Ford School has a community garden in need of tools, work gloves
and wheel barrows. We will accept
new or used items. Please call or
email Minnie Moore at minniemoore2000@yahoo.com or at
Ford School 383-0836. Thanks!!!!
Part-time deliver meals to homebound elderly, Tower Grove
South,15hrs/wk,$10/hr, background
check required. 314-865-5530

CHECK IT OUT
New web content. Stories, photos,
poetry. All STL. www.52ndcity.com.
www.archcitychronicle.com

The Saint Louis Symphony's "718
Club" returns on May 4 at 8pm, with
a post-concert party at Red Moon.
$20 tickets at "718club.com".
"With God on their side: The rise of
religious hypocrisy in American politics." Free public lecture by Susan
Jacoby, author of Freethinkers: A
history of American Secularism.
Sunday, April 23, 2006 at 2pm. First
Unitarian Church of St. Louis, 5007
Waterman Blvd. Reception and
booksigning following the lecture.
More info at
http://firstuustlouis.org/clark_lecture_2006.html

PERSONAL NOTES
END ALDERMANIC COURTESY NOW!
"We’ve all got scars they should
have some too."
To my sweet little Sam (Mimi) for
surviving one of the roughest weeks
of your life. You made it through the
stitches, scrapes, bruises, and a case
of the stomach flu. You are my hero.
Hope you feel better soon. Love you.
Aunt Sarah.

JOIN US
ATTENTION ORGANIC AND NATURAL FOOD LOVERS: Buying Group
of St. Louis (BGOSL) is a memberowned non-profit cooperative just
east of Tower Grove Park. New
members who share our commitment to community, sustainablity,
and cooperation are always welcome. Call us for our next store
hours and come shop your first time
at member prices! Phone 314-7717213 or check our website at
www.bgosl.com

FOR SALE
Art you can walk on! Custom Tile,
Vinyl, Granite, and Mosaic floors
and walls. Stag Brothers & Sisters.
314-368-0063

ANTIQUES
If your furnishings aren't becoming to
your home, you should be coming to
us. Three established antiques and
collectibles shops. Over sixty years
combined experience in selling and
buying. Fay's Antiques (20 years
experience managing estate sales)
3318 1/2 Meramec 314-351-5572.
Meramec Antiques (Specializing in
Old Mission Oak)3314 Meramec
314-369-7151. Towergrove Antiques
and Books (We buy anything we can
make a buck on)3316 Meramec
314-352-9020.

SHOPPING
Reliable, economical 2001 Toyota
Camry with 46,000 miles (67,000 is
average). Gray, 4-door, auto, a/c.
Kelley Blue Book says retail value
$11,450. We're asking $10,400.
Call 314/531-8888.
FLUTE - Yamaha YFL285s (314)7763146 $400 OBO
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